
SPLASH BACK 

Lustrolite is a multi-layer acrylic sheet with a glass like finish that transforms any space. With panels that are less 
than a quarter the weight of glass, and stronger than it's glass equivalent, it's easy to install and will bring an     
elegant finish to all interior spaces. The colour is permanently infused to the clear layer, therefore having a high 
resistance to chemicals and abrasion.   
 
Lustrolite is especially suited for shower, bathroom and laundry walls, splashbacks, retail fitout, point of sale,    
furniture and joinery in residential or commercial environments. If placing Lustrolite behind cook tops, it is       
important to adhere to the Building Code in regards to clearance. 
 
Lustrolite is available in a range of contemporary colours all 4mm in thickness, which will complement any interior 
environment — Carbon, Glacier, Blue Atoll, Rogue, Mocha and Arctic. It is available in two sheet sizes. 
 

2440 x 1000mm ............................................................. $442.36 + GST 
2700 x 760mm  .............................................................. $372.01 + GST 

 
An onsite measurement or install service is not offered in this instance, however we are happy to supply straight 
cutting free of charge to the dimensions supplied. However, if you are wanting holes cut for power points etc, an 
extra charge will be applied.  
 
Upon collection/delivery of your  Lustrolite, an installation booklet will be supplied for your ease. 
 
Please allow 3 to 5 days for us to order in the sheet and cut to your requirements to complete your order.  
 
Acrylic splash backs are a cost effective alternative to glass, with the advantage that any minor scratch can be 
buffed out. 
 
We are also able to print or paint onto the rear surface of an acrylic panel with virtually any graphic (high resolution 
preferred). This can be a customised pattern or even a photo of your favourite holiday destination. If you are    
wishing to go towards a custom made splash back, please email us with your graphic and dimensions and we’d be 
happy to quote for you. 
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